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ARTIST STATEMENT AND BIOGRAPHY
“To have another language is to possess a second soul” –
Charlemagne
Sculptor, Stefan Blom, has his own visual language which he keeps
tight-fisted and close to his chest, as impenetrable as the sealed off
hideaway in between the bedroom cupboard and the roof of his
childhood home. He explains that it was here where he “cut a little
lid in such a way that when you opened it, you could not see it”
that he could express himself to himself alone.
Blom is dyslexic, and the effects of dyslexia may have marked his
psyche like the secret pictogram language tattooed on his forearm
and run under the skin of his figure sculptures. At 8 years old he
started drawing little symbols that described events “just to remind
myself – because there was nowhere else I could tell a story”.
Blom was extremely self-conscious of his “inability to write”. “It was
quite painful for me. There was absolutely nothing I could do about
it. Despite the fact that I was trying to learn more, it just wouldn’t
get better. So, for every single event whether good or bad, I
started making little symbols”.
The dyslexia may have prevented Blom from using words to write
his story, but he later started combining the symbols, which
reminded him of creating things, or emotions, he was able to
record his story with drawings. Blom has always drawn and
painted, and first started sculpting by carving woody roots of plants
that grew in the veldt near his parent’s home into small figures and
lizards.
Stefan Blom (1963) is a South African sculptor and printmaker,
who resides in Cape Town. Blom studied graphic design at the
Witwatersrand Technikon in Johannesburg and began his career in
advertising. Over the years he gained knowledge and insights from
artists around him, which formed an instinctual urge to peruse his
passion in contemporary art. His works often include embossing,
etching and sculptural construction, which express various forms of
storytelling in a subtle and ambiguous way, often relating to
suffering in a disquieting manner.
Stefan Blom had his first solo exhibition in 1995 at the Karen Mc
Kerron Gallery in Johannesburg. Thereafter Blom was nominated
for the FNB Vita Art Now Awards in 1996 which ultimately lead to
his exposure mostly in European and American galleries and
Museums. Stefan has been part of several Solo Exhibitions, which
include - In your Face, which was held at Galerie Frank Hänel in
Germany in 2001 and then in 2003 opened with Dressed for your
Love at the Galerie Frank Hänel in Germany and the Hänel gallery
in Cape Town. In 2014, Blom exhibited an installation at the AVA
gallery titled “sweetie” and the following year had a presented
DShK at Gallery Commune.1 in Cape Town. In 2017, Stefan Blom
won the Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award, later following his
Solo Show “a life story” held at Berman Contemporary.
In January 2016, Blom was honoured to have one of the sculptures
from the “DShK” series, “Brynhildr” acquired as part of the
permanent collection of the Zeitz Museum of Contemporary Art
Africa (MOCAA) in Cape Town. In 2017, The Constitutional Court
Art Collection was gifted and loaned two sculptures from the
“DShK” series. Blom has taken part in various group exhibitions at
Berman Contemporary, which include: #30days Exhibition in 2019;
Learning to Breathe Differently in 2020, the ANNUAL SUMMER
SHOW and ANNUAL WINTER SHOW in 2021. Stefan Blom is now a
represented artist by Berman Contemporary.
Instagram @stefan_blom123
Website stefanblom.co.za
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ARTIST RESUME
Solo Exhibitions
2015
DShK – Gallery Commune.1, Cape Town
2014
Sweetie – AVA Gallery, Cape Town
2003
Dressed for Love – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town
2003
Dressed for Love – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany
2001
In your face – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany
2000
Solo – Hänel Gallery, Cape Town
Group Exhibitions
2021
ANNUAL WINTER SHOW, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2021
ANNUAL SUMMER SHOW, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2020
Learning to Breathe Differently, curated by Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2019
#30days Secret Language, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg
2016
The Body’s Split, Gallery Commune.1, Cape Town
2002
Joint Exhibition with AR Penck – Galerie Frank Hänel, Wiesbaden, Germany
2000
Interactive Exhibition curated with Seamus Wilson and Martin van Niekerk, Hänel Gallery, Cape Town
Art Fairs
2021
2020

CI – Contemporary Istanbul, Berman Contemporary, Turkey
CI - Contemporary Istanbul, Berman Contemporary, Virtual Art Fair

Awards
2017

Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award.

Collections
2017
2016
2010
1995

The Constitutional Court Art Collection
Zeitz MOCAA Museum of Contemporary Art Africa, South Africa
St George’s Cathedral, South Africa
The District Six Museum, South Africa
Private collections in South Africa, Europe, USA, Australia and Israel

Commissions
2013
2002

An African Tale of the Mother City exhibition – IZIKO Museum of South Africa, Cape Town, South Africa
Glimpsing Hope – Marching for Peace, Cape Town, South Africa

Publications
2016
2016
2016
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015
2015

DShk – Stefan Blom by Lucinda Jolly and Simon Ofield-Kerr, Cape Town, South Africa
A secret language by Lucinda Jolly – Cape Times newspaper, Cape Town, South Africa
The Grey, Grey Horse: Collaborative Work by Stefan Daniel Blom by Stefan Blom
Interview with Stefan Blom by Daniel Lingham – Sculptorvox/VOX 11, South Africa
DShk exhibition reviewed by Lucinda Jolly – Cape Times newspaper, Cape Town, South Africa
Stop the Stigma: PTSD Awareness Month, October 2015 by Stefan Blom
A Nursery Rhyme by Stefan Blom
DShk: Latest Exhibition by Stefan Blom
Aust: Completed Work by Stefan Blom
Study of a Bust: Completed Work by Stefan Blom
The Following is a Critical Response to the Work of Stefan Blom by Stanley Hermans

Video
2016
2003
1996

CNN interview for a documentary on the Zeitz MOCAA Museum of Contemporary Art Africa
‘Kant en Klaar’ self-portrait video commissioned by SABC TV for Pasella
Profile on Kunskafee, SABC

Projects
2005
2004-10

It’s About TIME – an exhibition marking the passage of time on the Greater Cederberg landscape, with John
Parkington, Gwen van Embden, Neil Rusch, Richard Mason and Sandra Prosalendis
Living Landscape Project – a community-based initiative by John Parkington, aimed at creating jobs by applying
he results of many years of archaeological research
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A LIFE STORY | 2017 - 2019
In June 2017, Stefan Blom won the Tollman Bouchard Finlayson Art Award for ‘into the light fantastic’, part of
a bigger body of work titled “A Life Story”.
Stefan Blom is primarily a sculptor. He was introduced to the medium as a child, whittling the dry roots from a
field close to home into fantastical creatures. Today, his signature pieces are life-sized polychrome, fibreglass
sculptures. Blom explores the symbiotic nature of victim and perpetrator particularly expressed through the
female form in bondage to oppressive forces.
Although secondary to his signature sculptures, Blom’s private pictographic language is always found inked,
like the tattoo on his arm, onto a section of his sculpture’s skin. However, his etched tondo, “Into the Light
Fantastic”, represents a shift in focus. As the title suggests, his pictographs move from a quiet, supportive role
into primary focus. The prelude to the tondo are 11 square, etched plates titled, “A Life Story”, one of which is
owned by the Zeitz MOCAA. Blom explores the seminal incidents of his life in this series. The shift from “A Life
Story” to “Into the Light Fantastic” is the celebration of the positive incidents in his life, as if Blom has finally
been able to put to rest the sustained traumas which have haunted him.
Blom is not alone in creating his own language. The late Cote Ivorian Frédéric Bruly Bouabré, also known as
Cheik Nadroor, ‘he who does not forget’, created a 448-character alphabet of monosyllabic pictograms to
represent phonetic syllables for the purpose of transcribing the phonetic and oral traditions of his people, the
Bété.
Closer to home isIsibheqe (isiZulu for beaded Zulu love letters) Sohlamvu, also known as Ditematsa Dinokoa,
have been developed to serve as a new visual writing system which aims to represent the full phonological
range of the Southern African Bantu languages. Made up of triangles, the units are based on the symbolic
design traditions of southern Africa found in Sesotho mural art or Zulu beadwork. They are considered to be
similar to the “Adinkra symbols of west Africa that have informed the development of ancient African writing
like Egypt’s hieroglyphs, or Nigeria’s nsibidi”.
While these languages are available to the public, Blom’s is hermetically sealed; known only to him. It is a
language forged from the frustration of being dyslexic, created to enable him to express and record significant
life events. Blom is tight-fisted about his pictographic language, keeping it concealed in a hideaway between
the bedroom cupboard and roof of his childhood home. He explains that he “cut a little lid in such a way that
when you opened it you could not see it”. There he could be without any disturbances, free to express himself
to himself alone.
Viewers may not be able to decipher the pictographs in “Into the Light Fantastic”, but it is readable as a
dynamic, visual score spiralling out from the centre – from left to right. The spiral has traditionally
represented the feminine or goddess energy. It suggests a significant shift from the oppressed feminine of
Blom’s previous sculptures into an embodiment of the liberated, feminine divine.
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A life story, 2019
Small aluminium coloured urethane cast
30 x 34cm
Framed size 55 x 44 x 3.5cm
Framed in a Black Aluminum Frame
Edition of 9 + 2 AP

A life story, 2019
Print on 285gsm fabriano rosaspina
48 x 49cm
Framed size 63 x 63 x 3.5cm
Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in
a Black Aluminum Frame
Edition of 9 + 2 AP
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Into the light fantastic, 2017
Acid etched on 3mm aluminium plate
57cm in diameter
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Into the light fantastic, 2019
Embossed on 285gsm fabriano rosaspina paper
64 x 64cm
Framed size 78 x 78 x 3.5cm
Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass
in a White Wooden Frame
Edition of 9 + 2 AP
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DNA, 2019
Inked in Blood on 285gsm Fabriano rosaspina paper
64 x 64cm
Framed size 78 x 78 x 3.5cm
Framed with AR (Anti-Reflective) Glass in a Kiaat Wooden Frame
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Téte â Téte, 2019
Small aluminium coloured urethane cast
29.5 x 19.5cm
Framed size 44.5 x 36.5 x 3.5cm
Framed in a Black Aluminum Frame
Edition of 9 + 2 AP
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UNTITLED | 2017
In his Untitled Series we see the coming together of Stefan Blom’s private pictographic language and the
characters of the DShK sculptures. Each of the prints features the language with some pictograms standing
boldly against a background blanketed with smaller pictograms. These pictograms are described by the artist as
serving to record seminal moments in his life. This, in combination with the titles, named after the characters of
the DShK series, might point to his personal connections with the characters and their place in his own
experiences. This is something we couldn’t know without asking the artist who tends to shy away from
explaining his work, often choosing to keep his private experiences private all they while allowing us to view
them in his art. His language and its feature in his work plays on an interesting dichotomy between privacy and
the publicity of sharing oneself through one’s art.

Brynhilar, 2017
Print on 285gsm fabriano rosapina paper
20 x 15cm
Framed size 47 x 41 x 3.5cm
Edition of 2 + 1 AP

Aegea, 2017
Print on 285gsm fabriano rosapina paper
20 x 15cm
Framed size 47 x 41 x 3.5cm
Edition of 2 + 1 AP

Berretta, 2017
Print on 285gsm fabriano rosapina paper
20 x 15cm
Framed size 47 x 41 x 3.5cm
Edition of 2 + 1 AP
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UNTITLED | 2017
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STUDY OF THE BUST | 2017

This sculptural self-portrait made of polyester resin offers no insight into the mind of its creator, Stefan Blom.
The eyes are lightly shut, like that of someone sleeping. Just as we cannot know the meaning of his private
pictographic language engraved into the work, we cannot know what is going on behind the peacefully closed
eyes. This sculpture’s privacy adds to a sense of gentle integrity which is silently captivating.

Study of a Bust, 2017
Polyester resin
25 x 27 x 35cm

Click here to view the video
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THE GREY GREY HORSE | 2016
My heart is not here. I am there, and there. My heart is not here. I shall have a grey horse; I shall run away
on that horse.
‘the grey, grey horse’ forms the kinematic effigy of a horse. Its substantial structural armaments elevate and
hold the horse’s skull by bolstering and propping up its central shape. The sculpture forms a construction
situate in the otherwise pristine exhibition space by which the visual and cerebral experience of the equine
statue stands in stark contrast to the quiet space with its suggestion of immanent departure. Accompanied by
the skull and enhanced by virtual movement, it opens up a multitude of alternatives to the obvious narratives
of static order and mortality.
The form, tilt and sweep of the body was fashioned accordingly to the narrow fringe between two wide spheres
drawn nearly touching. Then, forged from two mild steel bars joint, one on top of the other, by twenty weightdistributive, stacked steel rectangles, while a further two merely connect the narrow tapering bars, becoming,
in essence, four fronts (two on either side), completes the twenty-two, welded joinery and weightage system.
Closer towards the counter leveled skull, these, in addition to the bars being themselves progressively
hollowed, allow for the considerable reduction of weight.
The cable-feed, two expansion spring and one tension spring system, consisting of three parts of which too are
moving, slide effortlessly from side to side, allowing, through cable displacement, the skull to turn left and
right, linking the cables to the cable controls lying loose on the floor. The spring system has the character of
three
7,5 cm wide vertebrae, emerging in perfect proportion from underneath the skull.
The first holds a steel ball with an internal tension spring and external cable-feed disk joined to its underside,
preventing the cable from bending while allowing the skull to curve downward. The medium-sized mild steel
ball, though stark, mechanical and severe, forms a striking extension of the occipital crest and temporal bone
of the skull. Handmade and fully extended, the body of the horse spans 127 cm. It weighs 13 kg and stands
30 cm high and 20 cm wide. It is possible to hold it in the arms where it could lie comfortably, elegant and
surprisingly light. However, accidentally dropped, it would formidably and horrendously whirl and spin, in its
entirety, uncontrollable.

The Grey Grey Horse, 2016
Fibreglass with polyester as plastic matrix, mild steel and bone
34 x 262 x 22 cm. approx.
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DShK | 2015
DShK is the acronym for “Degtyaryova-Shpagina Krupnokaliberny” the name of a Russian made heavy machine
gun invented in the 1930’s. It’s nicknamed Dushka which means “sweetie”, an ironic term of endearment. The
polychrome fiberglass figure called Dushka, part of the resent DShK exhibition in Cape Town, implies a complex
and reciprocal relationship between its sculptural form and the colour enhancing it. Modified into a mutual
dependency, the tendency of colour to mask, by this enhancement, instead reveals the deeper concern of the
assembled construct of fibreglass and steel.
My work is about the darker side of sexuality and the gradient scale of existing parity and inequality. It is also
about the celebration of form, balance, the challenges of construction, and the materials bringing to developing
concepts, an understanding and a multi-dimensional approach. While linked to the collective consciousness and
the present, through the process of sculpting and constant acquisition of technical skills, a resolution is arrived
at, a process as much part of the physicality of the work, as it is the own responsive immersion into memory and
experience, to construct a contemporary consciousness.
Thus, in the case of the referenced figure, in the complex accumulation of materials and emotive content, the
arrangement with the brutal steel mechanism and the beauty of form and rational rhythm, shows the dichotomy
between traditionally accepted values and violence, in which the tragicomic figure illustrates the issues
addressed. The objective is to evoke an emotional response, a calculated discomfort, a deceivingly easy invite, all
the while making the viewer aware of the complete process of the work, from the very first motivational
response, to the last mark, keeping its immediacy, its currency and relevance, its history.

INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | #30DAYS | STEFAN BLOM | 2019
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DShK | 2015

DShK is the acronym for “Degtyaryova-Shpagina Krupnokaliberny” the name of a Russian made heavy machine
gun invented in the 1930’s. It’s nicknamed Dushka which means “sweetie”, an ironic term of endearment. The
polychrome fiberglass figure called Dushka, part of the resent DShK exhibition in Cape Town, implies a complex
and reciprocal relationship between its sculptural form and the colour enhancing it. Modified into a mutual
dependency, the tendency of colour to mask, by this enhancement, instead reveals the deeper concern of the
assembled construct of fibreglass and steel. My work is about the darker side of sexuality and the gradient scale
of existing parity and inequality. It is also about the celebration of form, balance, the challenges of construction,
and the materials bringing to developing concepts, an understanding and a multi-dimensional approach. While
linked to the collective consciousness and the present, through the process of sculpting and constant acquisition
of technical skills, a resolution is arrived at, a process as much part of the physicality of the work, as it is the
own responsive immersion into memory and experience, to construct a contemporary consciousness. Thus, in the
case of the referenced figure, in the complex accumulation of materials and emotive content, the arrangement
with the brutal steel mechanism and the beauty of form and rational rhythm, shows the dichotomy between
traditionally accepted values and violence, in which the tragicomic figure illustrates the issues addressed. The
objective is to evoke an emotional response, a calculated discomfort, a deceivingly easy invite, all the while
making the viewer aware of the complete process of the work, from the very first motivational response, to the
last mark, keeping its immediacy, its currency and relevance, its history.
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These sculptures continue to channel
his first-hand experience of psychic
wounds inflicted by personal trauma,
pivoting from themes of sexuality
and gender into the more impersonal
and largely unstable area of political
and social forces.
His work investigates the victim and
perpetrator continuum, bound
together as one entity in an eternal
symbiosis. His current sculptures
may still show his concern with the
dark side of sexuality and gender,
but his modus operandi has moved
light years away from the drama of
raw, cathartic blood-letting – the
ashy and scabby bandaged surfaces
– that characterised his earlier work.
In their place are the highly polished
surfaces that have more in common
with the slick duco finish of a highend sport car – not a speck of dust in
sight. It’s the pornography of trauma
in pastel shades.
Apart from three figures, “Egress”
and “The Orchestrator” which are
both self-portraits and “Varaahi”, a
pig like creature with a blunted face,
all the sculptures involve the
manipulated, amputated female form
as victim and conduit.
The sculpture “Egress” could be
interpreted as the portrait of the
artist as a child. His little sputnikshaped body is armless, supported
by the spindly legs of a tripod. His
face is tattooed with the dark glyphs
of Blom’s private symbolic language,
only known to him; his mouth is
plugged closed with a perforated
nozzle. Speech is not Blom’s natural
métier. The capsule of his body is
crowded with warring toy soldiers.
We catch a glimpse of them through
the sputniks fogged walls.
Ironically “Egress”, which means to
leave a place, will never move from
its fixed base. From a steel pipe in
the child’s middle some unseen vital
essence will continue to drip into a
drain in the base of the sculpture
carrying the words “exit only”.
If Blom were a creature he would be
a pale gecko, gentle and extremely
sensitive, so transparent you could
see his inner organs and hyper
vigilant looking at the world through
the palest of glass green eyes.

Egress, 2015
Fiberglass with polyester resin and
plastic matrix, mild steel and 2k
polyurethane paint
177 x 56 x 53cm
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STEFAN BLOM | CONSTITUTIONAL COURT ART COLLECTION | 2017
This sculpture combines the female form with the wings and rudder of an aircraft, poised for take-off. However, in
spite of her position and eager smile, her stumpy silver wings bring into question if she could ever really fly. The
title of the work also implies a fleeing from responsibility, an activity which often results in disappointment or
failure. Her eerie expression and corroded face speaks to a painful state of mind and is rather uncomfortable to
look at, speaking volumes about the feeling Blom wished to express with this piece.

Fly By Night Girl, 2015
Fiberglass with polyester resin and plastic matrix,
mild steel and 2k polyurethane paint
150 x 103 x 85cm
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Drawing on the artist’s experience as a conscript in the apartheid government’s army, this work reflects on the
relationship soldiers were encouraged to have with their weapons. The title refers to the 1930 Soviet machine
gun, nicknamed Dushka – which is Russian for “sweetie” – an ironic term of endearment for a weapon of death
and destruction.

DUSHKA, 2015
Fiberglass with polyester resin and plastic matrix,
mild steel and 2k polyurethane paint
88 x 210 x 88cm
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STEFAN BLOM | ZEITZ MOCAA | 2016

Brynhildr, 2015
Fiberglass with polyester resin and plastic matrix, mild
steel and 2k polyurethane paint
207 x 54 x 53cm
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STEFAN BLOM | ZEITZ MOCAA | 2016

“BRYNHILDR (2070 mm x 620 mm x 540 mm fibreglass with polyester resin as the plastic matrix and 2k
polyurethane paint). Brynhildr is the name of one of the Valkyries or Germanic warriors and destiny goddesses.
Valkyrie in Norse means “she who chooses warriors destined to die in battle”. In the New Larousse Encyclopaedia
of Mythology, Valkyries are described as “helmeted goddesses grasping spears crowned with flame and mounted
on flying steeds…” or “maidens in swans’ plumage who could fly through the air”. It is said that hey could change
into human form, but if their plumage was stolen by a man they could never escape him and would be forced to
obey him. Brynhildr angered Odin the one-eyed Norse god who had dominion over the Valkyries when she
“allowed herself to be surprised by a man”. In response, Odin punished her by pricking her with a magic thorn so
that she fell into a deep sleep and enclosed her in a dwelling surrounded by a wall of fire. No longer a Valkyrie,
she could never visit Valhalla- or Norse heaven where the dead warriors go after death – and was forced to live
an earthly life.

Blom gives us a contemporary Brynhildr who is
nothing like the original depictions of the highly
schematic, fully-robed figured fund on Viking
pendants or the highly sexualised creature of the
imagination popular in contemporary computer
games and Anime. Steedless, she is armed with
outsized yellow boxing gloves that make their
appearance in a number of Blom’s sculptures,
instead of a spear. She is depicted as a seminaked woman whose femininity is enhanced by
wearing a pair of oversized men’s grey trousers.
The rippling fabric is in strong contrast to her
surface which has a highly finished quality
synonymous with a factory finish and appears
more animated than she is. Although she follows
the other sculpture’s (in the DShK series)
mannequin form there is a quiet self-possessed
sensuality in Blom’s Brynhildr, absent in the
other warriors and goddesses that make up
Blom’s firmament. As with the Palaeolithic
fertility fetishes and goddesses, Brynhildr’s
features are vague and hidden by what could be
interpreted as a chrome breathing apparatus
ending in an elephantine snout giving the
sculpture a sci-fi feel. Arms drawn back in a pose
of defence or attach, she too, is perched
precariously on a round base, her feet trapped
within or perhaps even non-existent” (Lucinda
Jolly and Simon Ofield-Kerr, DShk – Stefan Blom,
2016, pp.79-81).

“Stefan is an artist whose work is very
particular because it deals with great issues of
vulnerability, issues of trauma, issues of fear
and how do you respond to those threats in a
way. Do you wear a mask, do you hide
yourself? When we were visiting his studio,
that was the one thing that I went away with:
art gives answers. And I liked that idea that it
can give me a tool, it can give me something
to negotiate my place in the world right now”
(Mark Coetzee, Executive Director, Zeits
MOCAA, in interview with CNN, 2016).

Brynhildr, 2015
Fiberglass with polyester resin and plastic matrix, mild
steel and 2k polyurethane paint
207 x 54 x 53cm
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Blom makes a point of not telling or showing his audience what he knows they'd really like to hear. He thwarts
the search for answers and promises no solutions or panaceas. In declining to comment on his works he takes no
responsibility for how the work ought to be understood, suggesting instead that the viewer who chooses to
engage is fully responsible for (their) own responses. This does much to encourage the viewer to healthy selfassertion. – Stanley Hermans
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AUST | 2015

An aust, meticulously polished and reduced to Modernist, Modigliani-style oval features fused with a geometric
hind structure, appears subdued in muted colours. While emphasising both the outward and inward surfaces, it
becomes the study of a mask, the only identifiable object amid concealment and reluctant disclosure. The
asymmetrical mouth in a distortive and static grin, is that of an iconographical fixed character insinuating
unease, while reducing it to silence.
A type of hieroglyphic emulated script transcribes the visual portraiture into the literal forms of logographic and
alphabetic elements, thus completing it.

Aust, 2015
Fyberglass with polyester resin as the plastic matrix, mild steel
Size 30 x 19 x 23cm
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NURSERY RHYME | 2015
In Water, Stone & Legend - Rock Art of the Klein Karoo, archaeologist Ren Rust and photographer Jan van der
Poll trace the relationship of San rock art to shamanistic rituals and to stories and legends that still circulate in
the Little Karoo today.
Find full text: Karoo rock engravings. Follow the San... John Parkington, David Morris and Neil Rusch.

A nursery rhyme, 2015
Oil on canvas
Size 145cm x 75cm
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding
of the cultural richness and diversity of South African
contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant
group of artists living and working in South Africa.
Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to
artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes
celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voice to
their complex societal realities, evoking an active and
interpretative experience for the viewer.
Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work
created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to
establish a synergistic network between South African artists
and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently
want to engage with the current South African art scene – not
only as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters and
contributors within this context and with this specific audience
in mind.
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